Customer
testimonial

EYGUEBELLE

The EYGUEBELLE company, set up in the center of the Drôme Provençale, between orchards and
lavander ﬁelds, passionately develops syrups, aperitifs and liqueurs. In order for the authenticity
to rhyme with modernity, the company chose to opt for COPILOTE, INFOLOGIC’s business ERP.
Frédéric FICHET, CEO, recalls his experience with COPILOTE.

[

A true piloting and decision-assistance tool

Beverage producer
11.4 M Euro of TN
23 employees

]

INFOLOGIC has brought a lot to the company, especially when it comes to the data management and analysis
and the reporting possibilities. The main focus of Mr FICHET was to set up an ERP which adapted to his strategic
vision for better accompanying him in his company’s management. And this is performed with COPILOTE’s decision
making, a cross-application module !
Provision of the information and analysis
For Mr FICHET, it is about seeing, throughout an
information system, the performance of his company:
COPILOTE offers the chance to build great macro
dashboards, providing a global vision of indicators
previously chosen. We can then zoom until the ﬁnest
level (item, category, sub-category) for analyzing
and making a decision with all the necessary visibility.
This is enabled by the depth of conﬁgurations and
COPILOTE’s features.

Simulations and a strategic vision
« Likewise, Infocenter allows us to foresee the after
impact ! The tool provides all the visibility on the
ongoing activity in order to foresee the evolutions and
this in real time, in the smallest detail. Thus, we can
make exact choices. COPILOTE is a true piloting and
decision-assistance tool. ».

A business ERP
COPILOTE is a business ERP which answers to speciﬁcities of each sector. « INFOLOGIC has known how to answer
to our characteristic of being multi-product, multi-channel. The participants are very business-oriented and
have an advanced industrial approach. » Frédéric FICHET also mentions «the product’s strong adaptability to
the company through the multitude of features and the undeniable conﬁguration level. COPILOTE offers great
possibilities to a company that wishes to develop itself. The possibilities are endless ». « We are very pleased with
the alcohol management in the system as additional unit with the calculation of the item in volume, weight and
PAL (pure alcohol liter) », gladly recalls Philippe FROMENT, IT manager of the company.
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«

The system should adapt
to the strategic vision of
the executive, in order to
best accompany it in the
company’s management.

Increased performance thanks to a
solution taking the business features
into account

»

Improved productivity thanks to the
enabled information distribution, in
real time, in the company
Increased efﬁciency thanks to the
process computerization

business

technology

reactivity

A team work

For Mr FICHET, the success of setting up COPILOTE has to do with the rigour of
all the project participants : INFOLOGIC, on one side, in the support, but also
EYGUEBELLE, downstream and upstream of deployment.
The company which sets up an IS should have clearly identiﬁed its priorities
and should have organized and structured its information and tree structures
(cost structures deﬁnition....). «The information tool is the extension of our
process deﬁnition.» And the operators should be very rigorous in their entry,
for providing a data consistency.

proximity

complete

open

Finally, EYGUEBELLE and INFOLOGIC go step by step in setting up each
unit one after the other. «You should not go too fast and capitalize on the
acquired». COPILOTE installation is performed based on the customer’s
desires : in big bang or with the progress he wants.

«

The computing tool is an
extension of our process’
deﬁnition.

»

Quality participants
INFOLOGIC consultants have been very appreciated by the EYGUEBELLE
company, each in his ﬁeld. Philippe FROMET, IT Manager, explains that each
participant has an advanced experise on the modules he/she installs. For
example, the person in charge with COPILOTE’s decision-making module,
controls perfectly the intervention perimeter. « With a little more than a year
after the deployment, the system control is on the right track. », he reveals.

[

Area of the solution for 33 installed stations :
Acquisitions, Sales, Decision making, Finances, Administrative
CAM, Workstation supervisor, Stocks, Preparation of orders and
shippings modules.

]

Perspectives
In its approach on a progressive setting, the company EYGUEBELLE has already opted for new COPILOTE
modules that will be installed in the near future :
- The sale points management for the Valaurie store, directly integrated in the ERP,
- The CRM can perfect the relation with the customer, by providing comfort to the traders with tablet supports,
- The EDI module for managing the customers/suppliers relations.
With COPILOTE, EYGUEBELLE beneﬁts from a global and complete solution, providing visibility, reactivity and
facility.
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